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PROCESSING SPEED

INTERCONNECTED MULTISENSORY LEARNING
 
Part of the educational challenges of growing up with dyslexia is learning how
to harness the tremendous power that comes with interconnected and
multisensory learning.
 
On the advantage side, dyslexic learners are rich experiential and incidental
learners.
 
Remember that research study from Sweden and Georgetown University?
 
"The Developmental Dyslexia group was not only not impaired at the task, but
actually showed superior recognition memory (emphasis, ours), as compared
to the control children. These findings complement previous reports
of enhanced cognition in other domains (e.g., visuo-spatial processing) in DD.
Possible underlying mechanisms for the observed DD advantage in declarative
memory, and the possibility of compensation by this system for reading deficits
in dyslexia..."
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DYSLEXIC MINDS

"My mind isn't a train track. It's like a web browser with
lots of hyperlinks..." - Honors College Student with Dyslexia

INTERCONNECTED
MULTISENSORY
LEARNING

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0063998
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Super incidental and recognition memory is what powers some of dyslexic
people's inventiveness and creativity. They notice what others miss and
REMEMBER what other people forget.
 
The implications of this learning preference include:
 
- Strong thematic learning
 
- Ability to connect diverse subjects and provide unusual insights through
   analogical and divert thinking
 
- Broad interests and "jack-of-all-trades" profile
 
- Learning through diverse and direct experiences
 
- Benefits of going wide and deep with learning, but recognizing that
   a large gap may develop between learning and learning progress as
   proven through linear curricula or testing.
 
Studying the lives of accomplished dyslexic men and women, it's possible to see a
wide variety of patterns that occur throughout the lifespan. Many seem to develop
their interconnected thinking strengths almost by accident as adults in their
workplaces or as they seem to switch disciplines or find themselves in new fields.
 
Some strong interconnected experiential learners found their groove when they
went off the beaten track in their education - whether by planning or by default,
after failing while on traditional educational paths.
 
In the last premium issue, we mention Benoit Mandlebrot who kept field switching
in his work with fractals, but interconnected learners can be found in any field,
whether it's science, engineering, the arts, technology, or business.
 
While students are building up their personal knowledge base of facts, insights,
and sensory experiences, it may seem as though they are flitting through lots
of different areas and a "master of none." Good things are usually happening
though, and although it's not a good idea to overburden students with reports
after every outing or experience, there can be times to reflect and take stock
of learning every now and then. 
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DYSLEXIC MINDS

HOW TO MAKE LEARNING MORE INTERCONNECTED
 
Almost any subject can be interdisciplinary, but for students to really become
invested in a subject and learn about a topic from multiple viewpoints, they
need to be given enough time to explore and learn. If it helps to start with a list
of possibilities, check here.
 
STEM and history subjects, and news events are always good subjects for
interdisciplinary learning. Both the International Baccalaureate and 21st
Century education movements include transdisciplinary learning as
foundational skills for all grades. As an example, of the "big picture" topics =
under transdisciplinary learning could include global awareness, financial,
economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy, civic literacy, health literacy,
and environmental literacy.
 
Grand Challenges and Open IDEO are invitations to the world to brainstorm
practical solutions to pressing problems. These are opportunities for students
(and adults) to discover and exercise creative talents that can also help people.
 
As an example, some challenge submissions for the Chicago Winter
Challenge (“How might we stimulate and encourage safe outdoor dining
and entertainment during cold weather in Chicago?”) ranged from passing out
warm potatoes to keep your hands warm while outside at food truck-powered
"feast and chill" events with outside fire pits.
 
If you have a student or students who want to create an interdisciplinary
project, they would be good candidates for our STEM / STEAM Ingenuity
Awards in the Spring (learn more HERE).
 
Sometimes interconnected learning can take place by pairing subjects like
math and art or history and literature or other domains. Bringing different
specialty subject teachers, or for homeschoolers family friends or relatives,
to talk about career issues or unsolved problems from different perspectives
can sometimes trigger lifelong interests and passions. Even in the midst
of the pandemic, people can be brought together by phone, email threads,
or Zoom calls.  
 

https://www.prodigygame.com/main-en/blog/interdisciplinary-teaching-activities-examples
https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org/challenges
https://www.openideo.com/challenges
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/ingenuity-stem-steam-awards/
https://www.aft.org/education/igniting-fire/project-examples-resources-and-websites/interdisciplinary-project


SERIAL LEARNING
 
If you've heard about serial entrepreneurs who switch by creating different
businesses over time, it's possible to see this pattern of learning in young
people. It may look a little worrisome at times because students get into a
hobby or subject intensely, then seem to drop it and pursue something else,
but this can be a particular learning preference that matures in an
interconnected learning style.
 
Robert and Michele Root-Bernstein studied the lives of highly creative people
and took an interest in how often these individuals seem to switch disciplines
and build bridges and eventually transcend the fields they came from.
From Sparks of Genius: 
 
"These were whole people, not specialists. They made contributions
to particular disciplines because of, not in spite of, their broad interests.
They were pioneers, generalists, who bridge areas of expertise and pulled
together disparate areas of knowledge."
 
Remember dyslexic minds are often powerful pattern recognizers - inductive
learning is a style of learning whereby people discover and infer rules on the
basis of examples. There are many skills that students need to learn in their
education, but be careful not to overly focus on weaknesses so that students
can't discover fields in which they can truly fly.
 
The Root-Bernsteins do add a warning that switching fields does not
guarantee success: "Polymaths are not to be confused with dilettantes, who
take up new subejcts for amusement or pleasure. Polymaths master their
activities to a significant degree and perceive fundamental connections
between them. The greatest polymaths of all, like the "renaissance men
" Leonardo da Vinci...seem capable of encompassing all that is known...But it
has long been observed by psychologists that people who are innovative tend
to participate in a wider range of activities and develop a higher degree of skill
in those activities than other people."
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https://amzn.to/3bKiiBM
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DYSLEXIC MINDS

SWITCHING FIELDS AS A GROWN-UP
 
And what about transdisciplinary learning as a grown-up?  Interviews with
innovative people in their 50's, 60's, 70's, and older reveal that domain switching
is a common strategy to keep learning as a grown up.
 
From Discovering: "In every case that I have been able to examine, researchers
who continued to be productive past middle age changed fields regularly. In
effect, they periodically returned to the state of a novice by taking up a new
subject. They broke out of the patterns of work and thought to which they had
become accustomed. As Benzer remarked, "The best way to have fun in science
is to do something you are not trained for."
 
Do you find yourself with more time on your hands because of lockdowns?
Maybe it's time for a new area to explore or discover.
 
In closing, I include some bits of advice from the oldest person to ever win a
Nobel Prize - John Goodenough (he's also dyslexic). He won the prize last year
at the age of 96.  He talks about dyslexia at 3:19. He won the prize for his
discoveries involving the lithium battery.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interview with dyslexic Nobel Prize winning scientist, John Goodenough.
 
At 97 years old today, he still works at the University of Texas.
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBTfdUkVxLg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBTfdUkVxLg|0
https://amzn.to/3qmzCkk
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READING

DAYDREAMING
WHILE READING

"There are certain half-dreaming

moods of mind in which we

naturally steal away from noise

and glare, and seek some quiet

haunt where we may indulge our

reveries and build our air castles

undisturbed.”  - Washington

Irving

Daydreaming holds a curious position in the areas of science. On the one hand,
daydreaming has been seen as a negative, associated with inattention and poor
task persistence, but on the other, associated with creative behavior and
personal inspiration.
 
Neuroscientists have taken a renewed interest in daydreaming because
daydream pathways activate the default mode network, a brain network that
is now known to be important for reflecting on one's self as well as others,
remembering the past, and imagining the future. Studies of dyslexic and non-
dyslexic people show differences in the default mode network; the difference is
not simply higher or lower connectivity, but rather a characteristic pattern that
may explain certain strengths as well as weaknesses.
 
From Finn et al., dyslexic test subjects showed lower connectivity in the visual
word form area, but higher connectivity into the right hemisphere. The pattern
might account for why it's hard for many people to keep a visual memory trace
of words (helps with spelling), also why they may have strengths in story
building and imagining scenes.
 
When people read and their minds wander, there is less attention paid to words
on the printed page and more toward self-generated mental content. In some
of the earlier papers on this subject, some researchers divided task-on and 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0006322313008135
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220531636_Mind-wandering_While_Reading_Attentional_Decoupling_Mindless_Reading_and_the_Cascade_Model_of_Inattention
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READING

task-off reading in a simple fashion (attentive vs. mindless reading); however,
more recently, other groups called into question whether reading is really such a
simply defined process: From Fabry and Kukkonen (2019):
 
"Based on the studies on relationship between mind-wandering and reading we
have reviewed above, one might get the impression that reading is simply
understood as the opposite of mind-wandering: on task, goal-directed and
stimulus-dependent. There are many cases, however, in which reading does not
have all these properties, which are worth considering in more detail. How often
do we read a newspaper article with the intention to retain its main points
in memory? How often are we just curious to check what it is about before we
completely forget about it? Is our goal when we pick up Jane Austen's
(2008/1811) Sense and Sensibility to mine it for whatever information it holds
about Regency Britain? Are we actually interested in tracing the intricacies
of Austen's plot? Aren't readers rather looking for a kind of flow-state in literary
reading that resembles mind-wandering in that readers detach their attention from
the here and now?
 
Reading can be task-oriented, for example, when we read for information.
However, even then we can skim the pages without attending properly to the
lexical details. Readers can attend to language, the luxuriousness of Thomas
Mann's prose, for example, without taking into account what it is they are reading
about."
 
For the dyslexic student, daydreaming while reading may be more nuisance than
help, but the long view of things certainly can point to advantages in the sense
that readings can be a jumping off point for additional ideas.
 
Some students who are prone to thinking they have read something that they
haven't, benefit by talking over the book and even finding a study partner to work
with over the entire term.
 
If a reading a passage is too difficult, a student may struggle to get through it, but
the problem is not daydreaming or wandering attention. There may be too many
words that aren't recognized and confusing syntax. In addition, students' working
memories can become overloaded when they try to balance all the parts of reading
that aren't automatic.
 
WHY AM I DAYDREAMING WHILE READING?

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330232273_Reconsidering_the_Mind-Wandering_Reader_Predictive_Processing_Probability_Designs_and_Enculturation


Individual differences have been noted in daydreaming or mindwandering while
reading, and it may be that it's easier to be pulled away if connections to
thevisual word form area are weaker and connections to internal imagery,
memories, and associations are stronger.
 
Daydreaming in fact has been associated with higher levels of creativity and
creative intelligence (Godwin et al., 2017), and while it can definitely appear
to be "too much of a good thing in childhood, the challenge during development
is helping young people harness a gift rather than seeing troubles as a defect or
disease.
 
Daydreaming readers may be daydreaming about completely unrelated things,
or they have launched on a reverie because a word or phrase or even an image
trigger a cascade of thoughts and associations.
 
RETURNING TO TASKS
 
If students are struggling with school-based reading passages, then regular
practice with highlighting and circling key words, previewing end-of-chapter
summaries before starting to reading chapters, reading test questions before
reading passages are all ways to help students stay focused for reading.
 
Some students may also fare better with a worksheet or graphic organizer that
they use as they read, or even post-it flags that can call attention to key passages
in text.
 
Students who forget what they should be doing (working memory overload)
should develop a regular routine of rechecking question prompts so they avoid
getting lost on rabbit trails. Students may be surprised by how often they "read
" what's not in the text. Help them understand that this is a flipside of a strength
and ability. False memories happen to everyone, but they may occur more often
in students with strong visualization and "filling in" abilities.
 
Give students plenty of time when they have to read through passages on exams.
Realize also that working memory and executive function (cognitive abilities
helpful for redirecting and returning to tasks) expand in adolescence and young
adulthood. Things will get better and the more work put toward redirection
and returning to task, the more those connections are being built and the easier

11

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28705691/
https://amzn.to/3ohxKsQ
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TORTOISES AND HARES

12

WORD RETRIEVAL

FINDING THE 
 
 

What is Tip of the Tongue?  It's trouble coming up with a word for something
when you know what it is.
 
It's common for people of any age to have occasional "tip of the tongue"
moments, but it also gets more common as we age (mid 60's and older
especially) and more common if you're dyslexic.
 
As researchers increasingly probe why tip of the tongue word retrieval happens,
it's relationship to dyslexia becomes increasingly clear...it's because that type of
word retrieval is associated with phonological representations of a word.
 
The brain does not just file the word in one file folder. There is a location for the
meaning of words, the sound of words, and the visual structure of words. It's the
filing in the phonology folder that makes word retrieval so difficult.
 
From research by Hanly and Vandenberg:
 
"...readers with dyslexia exhibited more TOTs than did typical readers.
Furthermore, readers with dyslexia did not differ in the proportion of failures to
retrieve semantic information but evinced significantly proportionately more
failures in word retrieval of phonological information...Overall, both children
with dyslexia and control children were accurate in selecting the target word
from the foils on the recognition task, and neither group demonstrated
significant phonological confusion..."
 
Perhaps not surprisingly, the researchers also found that longer words and less
commonly used words were more likely to be problematic.
 
 
 
 

WORD:
TIP OF THE TONGUE 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0022219409338744
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Kristen Baltor MS CC-SLP has a nice list of helpful strategies. Full handout HERE. 

https://www.landmarkoutreach.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Word-Finding-Difficulties.pdf
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WORD RETRIEVAL

If you are getting older and you're also dyslexic, don't be surprised if tip
of the tongue moments happen more commonly.  Remember, it's due to the filing
system based on sound, and the word isn't lost forever - you are still likely
to recognize the word on a list or perfectly remember the word meaning, it's
just the connections to the phonology folder may be weakening.
 
What if you or someone you care about is struggling for a word?  Experts now
believe it's not a good idea to leave a person struggling for the word and not
having any success. A prompt or two on the basis of sound or word relationship
might be tried, but otherwise, just look it up or in the case of another person, tell
them.
 
The longer a person stays in the "struggling-to-remember" stage, the more likely
their brain learns to "struggle to remember."
 
McMaster University cognitive professor Karin Humphreys explains below:
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T36I8Coiz64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T36I8Coiz64|0


TECHNOLOGY

ANSWER APPS AND THE BENEFITS
OF LEARNING IN REVERSE

Conventional lecture courses for subjects with problem sets can be inefficient.
For dyslexic students if the information comes in too quickly, they can't follow
steps as a teacher works through problems in real time. A recurring scenario
for many students (and not just the dyslexic ones) is that to truly understand,
the students must work through the material themselves at home.
 
The lucky ones have a parent, sibling, or someone else to be a tutor, while others
may struggle looking at incomplete notes with only a hazy idea of what teachers
did to arrive at their answers. Having teachers notes or having a flipped
classroom (watch a video first, then see the problems worked by a teacher) can
improve this situation, but inevitably there will be times when having more
examples of correctly solved problems will just help.
 
The most common problem we see with homework is that there's too much of it
assigned to students (especially dyslexic students who should have extended
time accommodations). Students can't efficiently learn if they are assigned
crushing amounts of homework and can't see the big picture of what they are
doing. Tutors can definitely help, but the key is not only solving a particular
problem, but knowing why certain steps were performed and why certain
methods are applied to different types of problems. Only then can students get a
big picture or bird's eye view of the topic and be able to apply their knowledge
to new problems. Sometimes tutors who are math experts themselves may not
understand the types of difficulties that dyslexic and / or dyscalculic students
may have.
 
Teacher's manuals and apps can come to the rescue. Now, I'm not suggesting that
students cheat and just copy answers. Some students may undoubtedly do this.
What I am saying is that working with answers or model answers can can work
well for dyslexic students as well as others.
 

15
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TORTOISES AND HARES

16

TECHNOLOGY

As for dyslexic students in particular, many learn well by inductive learning,
being provided with examples, then reasoning back to principles and recognizing
patterns. Dyslexic minds are often great pattern generators; it may confound
some teachers when students don't learn as they have been taught, but the
flipside of the learning preference may be unique problem solving and
surprising ingenuity.
 
So what kind of technology may be helpful for student learning?
 
MATH:
 
By now, many students have discovered Photomath,
but if you haven't, it allows you to take a picture of a problem in a math text (or
handwritten problem), then it solves and also provides step-by-step problem
solving. There is a free trial, it is available on iOS and Android, and the price
ranges from $2.99-$19.99 per month depending on what features you choose
and $59.99 for one year.
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZDVRdDfbN4
https://youtu.be/TZDVRdDfbN4
https://photomath.app/en/


HOMESCHOOLING
DYSLEXIA ONLINE

For Homeschooling parents,
Microschools, and Tutoring
groups

https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/memberships/homeschooling-for-dyslexia-online-course-and-premium-membership/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/product/dyslexia-for-teachers-online-course/
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TECHNOLOGY

If Photomath is too pricey for you, there are a variety of other "Math Solver"
apps, but Microsoft's new Math Solver is FREE!  It's available for iOS and
Android. Learn more HERE.
 
Microsoft's Math Solver can be used for Pre-Algebra, Algebra, Trigonometry
and Calculus!
 
Like PhotoMath, you can take pictures of problems (typed or handwritten) or
enter problems with a keyboard. 

These solver apps can really help students especially if there's not someone
else around to explain answers. Some students may still benefit having
someone walk through problems, help identify mistakes, and label types
of problems and their solutions, and provide big picture views of what why
certain things are done with math steps.
 
For reviews of other math solver apps, including Geometry visit HERE. 

https://math.microsoft.com/en
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_LMZgk4cSU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_LMZgk4cSU|0
https://www.educationalappstore.com/best-apps/best-math-solver-apps


When our kids were homeschooling, neither wanted to listen to video
lectures. They preferred talking over math lessons or skimming chapters in
math books themselves, then head directly to solving problems. They like to
learn by doing problems and having answers to some of them help them
understand how the problems were solved.
 
In our homeschool, we required much less homework than traditional school;
the goal was to do as many problems as necessary and understand the steps.
Checking work and seeing where mistakes were made.
 
WHAT ABOUT NON-MATH SUBJECTS?
 
People may have different opinions on this point, but as we were
homeschooling for several years, I found Teacher's editions of textbooks very
helpful for summarizing material and explaining information. Sometimes
these editions are available through eBay or Amazon; other times a publisher
may refuse to sell the edition to anyone without an educational email address.
 
Are there any non-textbook publisher ways to get answers? Yes. There is
a crowdsourced "cheat" site for textbook answers called Slader. Your student
may already know about it. Enter a textbook title or ISBN number and you'll
not only find answers, but also step-by-step explanations of answers. The
information here is unofficial (think Wikipedia) so it's not perfect, but for
students who struggle for hours with homework and can't find help, it can be a
starting point.
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- High School and College Math
- Science
- Social Studies
-  Literature
-  Foreign language
-  Accounting
-  Economics
-  Elementary education
-  International Baccalaureate
-  Management

SLADER SUBJECTS:

https://www.slader.com
https://www.slader.com
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HOMEWORK

HELPING WITH HOMEWORK IF
YOU'RE NOT A WIZ YOURSELF
These are strange times and even if you're not accustomed to helping
with homework (including different types of homework), it may help a lot
if you can help.
 
Even pre-pandemic, when parents were surveyed about their helping with
homework and trouble lending help, about 50% said they had difficulty...
so you're not alone.
 
There are healthy debates about whether you as a parent should help
with homework...and that doesn't even consider whether a child might be
dyslexic, dysgraphic, or dyscalculic, or all three.
 
Helping with homework is not a good idea if the student doesn't learn how
to do the work. Now if a student is drowning, and no one is around to help, then
a little help might not seem to be a terrible idea.
 
If you're a dyslexic parent, your student may be encouraged by your offer
to help. The way you solve it may also even make more sense to her or him than
a non-dyslexic's approach. Sometimes, though the job does have to be passed
to someone else.
 
IF YOU HELP ARE YOU HELPING THEM CHEAT? ARE YOU BEING A HELICOPTER
PARENT?
 
Parents and teachers worry about this much more than they should... especially
if their student is dyslexic. The challenges facing dyslexic student can be pretty
much overwhelming in the early years. Any little bit that you do to encourage
them and help them will repay itself in self-esteem and classroom
achievement. Because of the particular perceptual challenges associated with
dyslexia, there will be information missed and information that can't be written
down. There are all the social and internal pressures that students place on



SECOND LANGUAGES
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For more summer ideas, check out:
 
How To Get Kids to Read
Non-Fiction
 
Favorite Fantasy Books for
Tweens and Teens
 
Best Graphic Novels for
Children K-8 (Librarian's List)
 
Maker Camp (Free Projects)
 
Instructables (Free / Premium)
 
DIY.org
 

School is exhausting and then far too many are assigned homework that they can't
possibly complete.
 
When they come home it serves little purpose to put them at a dining table with a
mound of work that they may not be able to grasp. In some cases, they may have
to try to learn what might have been presented too quickly to follow in class.
 
The worry that any help parents or other family members give is helicoptering is
misplaced. The goal is to help them to understand the work - and it may require
more repetitions or presentation of information another way.
 
If you would like to help your students even though you may not fully understand
the subject and aren't a 'wiz' yourself some tips:
 
                                                                                             1. Admit you're not sure you'll
                                                                                                  be able to help, but model
                                                                                                  giving it a good try.
 
                                                                                             2. Read through the questions
                                                                                                  with your students and try to
                                                                                                  put the problem into other
                                                                                                  words.
 
                                                                                              3. Identify what you know and
                                                                                                  don't know and work with the
                                                                                                  correct answer if it's available
(see the preceding article in this issue) to figure out how the problem was solved.
 
4. Find ways to offload your student's working memory - do calculations with a
calculator or summarize what you've already done or are in the process of doing.
 
5. Use a highlighter or circle or underline important parts of the problem.
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HOMEWORK

6. Work with a correctly solved problem in view and color code steps so it's
easier to follow.  If your student correctly follows the logic of a problem, then
give them the exact same problem to solve without hints and see if they can
solve it. If they can't solve it without hints, then let them see the correctly
solved problem again.
 
7. If you are genuinely baffled by how a problem is being solved either because
you never learned the method or the process is long forgotten, then see if you
can find a video on Youtube that can provide more explanation.
 
8. Encourage your student to reach out to other classmates and the teacher for
additional explanations...as long as it wouldn't result in more frustrations.  Are
lectures recorded or is recording permitted? Our son used a livescribe pen in
class and another student took notes for him. If any information was unclear, he
contacted the student.
 
9. If your student is dysgraphic or has significant working memory problems, it
may help to help scribe or repeat back information. It's better for students to
get more supports and work through problems correctly than to work
completely independently and get most of the problems wrong. Approaching
homework that way can cause them to learn incorrect steps that may be very
difficult to unlearn later.
 
10. Finally, if possible, encourage little breaks. Most young dyslexic students
can experience working memory overload when perfoming many challenging
tasks at once. When you are working with your student at home, take plenty of
breaks. Consider performing error checking work in a different setting when a
student is rested.
 
11. Hang in there! If you haven't had anyone tell you how wonderful you are for
helping your students, let me do that now. You don't have to have all the
answers. Whatever you are doing is helping in some way.
 
Far too many dyslexic kids continue to feel as if they are all alone as they face
these challenges, but you may be saving a life one student at a time.
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FREE RESOURCES FOR MATH

This is a free 6 week course for students (6-8th grade) that aims to give students
a positive view of math. It's run by Jo Boaler who gave one of first webinars here
at Dyslexic Advantage!

Zearn is a fantastic (and FREE!) resource. It also includes grade recovery video-
based lessons and downloadable worksheets and manipulatives. 

23

https://www.edx.org/course/how-to-learn-math-for-students-2
https://about.zearn.org/webinars
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HOMEWORK

FREE RESOURCES FOR MATH

Mashup Math is a free visual math channel on Youtube. Middle Grade Math.

Oldie no-frills free video-based learning for
math and more through the Khan Academy. 

Finally, a nice to-the-point, this math teacher shares her favorite only
math manipulatives.

https://www.youtube.com/c/MashUpMath/videos
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UocgvBvM6lQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UocgvBvM6lQ|0
https://www.khanacademy.org/
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DYSLEXIA AND SOCIAL STUDIES

Many dyslexic students are natural storytellers and may even have a passion for
history and analyzing various aspects of society and social change. As a subject
Social Studies can be difficult for dyslexic students, so the question is how to
build on strengths, but bypass challenges due to extensive reading and writing
demands, and rote memorization.
 
Dyslexic Strengths in Social Studies:
 
Strengths in Social Studies may reflect all 4 of the dyslexic MIND strengths:
spatial strengths in geography or movement of people, Interconnected
reasoning strengths may allow students to see complex events from multiple
perspectives and through multiple lenses. Narrative intelligence may help them
immerse themselves in stories of the past and analyze decisions of different
people experiencing different events. Dynamic reasoning strengths may allow
them to imagine various scenarios and differing scenarios.
 
 
 As an example, Dr. Jim Clifford of the University

of Saskatchewan is an award-winning author and
professor at the University of Saskatchewan who is
an environmental and urban historian. He uses
historical Geographic Information Mapping and text
mining to study the "intersections between
environmental, social, and political history." He is
also a founding member of ActiveHistory.ca, a site
that aims to help connect people to "make a tangible
difference in people's lives."
 
Dr. Jim was kind enough to talk to me about his work
and his personal experiences with severe dyslexia. 

Dr Jim Clifford of the
University of Saskatchewan

http://activehistory.ca/


 
 
2005
 (Putnam et al., 1993)
and that test scores represent half of a student’s grade for
the marking period (Putnam, 1992).
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Jim's mother (a teacher) and brother (software engineer) are dyslexic
and he struggled mightily in school. To this day, Jim doesn't read phonetically,
but rather reads by  “the shape of the word, more than the letters in the
word." He dictated all of his papers in high school and though he benefitted
from well-informed parents who taught him to advocate for himself, he often
encountered teachers who felt that giving him accommodations wasn't "fair."
 
Today as a professor, he shares his dyslexia with all of his students and warns
them about encountering possible spelling errors in his slides. When it comes
to pronouncing long words, he occasionally asks his students for help.
 
By the time Jim finished college and was pursuing his Master's degree,
he no longer required any accommodations. He went on to finish his
PhD, published a book on his research and now is a popular and award-winning
professor.
 
Dyslexia-related challenges still present themselves at times -
for instance when he tries to take meeting minutes or has grammatical
mistakes in his work. As a historian of the 19th century, he also must puzzle out
roughly handwritten words from primary source materials... something that can
be quite difficult.
 
Listen here to my complete interview with Jim.
 
If you prefer to download via an RSS feed, log into your Premium account and
visit our Premium Podcast here:
 
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexia-premium-podcasts/
 
Jim's interview is under "Historian Jim Clifford."
 
I started off our interview asking my question about what things looked like
when he was 7 years old.
 
 

https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexia-premium-podcasts/
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LISTEN TO MY INTERVIEW
WITH HISTORIAN JIM CLIFFORD >>

He was 6 or 7 years old when the Titanic was first discovered. Even though
he struggled with basics of reading, writing, and handwriting, he poured
over National Geographic accounts of the Titanic and knew all sorts of
interesting trivia and facts about marine archeology. Jim had the good fortune
of having two parents who were both educators; his mother (also dyslexic)
eventually obtained a post-graduate certificate in LD. Literacy was really
valued in their household. Bedtime stories were a regular routine and novels
were read to him as early as 5 or 6.
 
I found it interesting that Jim felt even up until his final years in college,
the advantage parts of dyslexia weren't stronger than the disadvantages. The
shift started taking place while he was in his Master's degree program, so that
by the time he was in a PhD program (he was also using word processing and
spellcheck for writing), the advantages outweighed disadvantages. Today he
uses Grammarly.
 
Looking back on his higher education, Jim is grateful that he decided to
pursue a liberal arts degree at an instituition with a small teacher : student
ratio. One of his strengths is being able to "think on his feet" and if he was
excelling in classroom discussions and seminars, teachers could overlook
spelling or grammar mistakes especially since he told his teachers about his
dyslexia. Because the history department was small at his college, he often
had the same teachers for classes over the course of his schooling and so his
professors knew him.
 
There's a lot to learn and be inspired by in Jim's journey; take a listen to learn
more!
 
 

https://hub.lexile.com/find-a-book/search
https://www.grammarly.com
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In many ways, social studies is an ideal subject for project-based learning.
Social studies of various types will appeal to students if they can relate
to information that they are learning, with characters, events, and societal
forces are made personal, and obstacles (like having to read dense text with
long words) to print reading are removed.
 
Ways to introduce Social Studies:
 
Teaching Social Studies Through Film
 
Social Studies Through Non-Textbooks
 
Simulations and Role Plays for Social
Studies (downloads powerpoint with
resources)
 
History strategy games (card, board, or computer games) can provide a memory
peg on which to hang additional bits of information.
 
When our daughter was young, she loved playing Age of the Empires
games. In high school she graduated to Model UN, then Legislative Advisory
Council that had real events in our state legislature. She also wrote scenarios
for an online game that involved alliances, invasions, surprise betrayals, and
considerations of military strategy, economics, and politics. She and her
brother also did the high school Splash program on Stanford's campus where
she was able to participate in war gaming. Needless to say, it was easy
for history to come alive for her. The pandemic has changed some of these
activities, but many of these programs have just moved online...so it's easier
than ever to participate no matter where you are.
 
For younger children, check out Leila Leoncavallo's webinar on the next page
for personalizing learning for dyslexic students.
 
 
 

Clicking on the picture above takes
you to a Pinterest page with lots of
books grouped by theme. 
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https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwie5KnA8IzuAhWXGTQIHTLFCYAQFjAAegQIAhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.educationfund.org%2Ffile_download%2F9e86c18a-59e5-4925-a92e-fb69ec7ec02a&usg=AOvVaw3qkLS7HjCTz2Ux2ZWEd89C
https://www.pinterest.com/gterry/social-studies-book-lists/
https://www.pinterest.com/gterry/social-studies-book-lists/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjsyMey-IzuAhXkIzQIHRVJCjI4ChAWMAF6BAgEEAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.magnificopublications.com%2FNCSS_2011_Simulation_files%2FNCSS_2011_Simulation.pptx&usg=AOvVaw2MFQLUMeWHYo-Pfru1dnvk
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If you have trouble seeing this webinar, you can also click on the direct link
here: https://dyslexic-advantage.wistia.com/medias/plww4phbxx

HANDOUTS FOR LEILA'S WEBINAR BELOW in PDF format.
Make sure you are logged into your Premium account to get the download. 

SOCIAL STUDIES
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https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/wp-content/uploads/dlm_uploads/2021/01/Teaching-Social-Studies-Through-Dyslexic-Strengths_2015-02-02.pdf
https://dyslexic-advantage.wistia.com/medias/plww4phbxx
https://dyslexic-advantage.wistia.com/medias/plww4phbxx


"To have a disease eradicated under your belt, you get hooked..."
 
 - Hero Epidemic Hunter Dr Don Francis“If we support dyslexic kids, they can succeed in any field....”  -

                        -  Dr Jim Clifford, Historian


